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Handstitched and Re-imagined Plush Animal Mix, 
Ricardo

Giraffe Honch Handstitched and Reimagined Plush 
Animal Cat Toy by FrankenStuffs

FrankenStuFFS
Hey there, I’m Stephanie. I love finding and creating treasures, and inventing solutions to everyday 
problems. I love leaving things just a little bit better than they were before I got there. My shop 
is FrankenStuffs- they are fun, delightful little creatures handmade from the mixed up parts of 
previously-loved stuffed animals. FrankenStuffs are all hand stitched and one of a kind, and they all 
have a wonderful little personality. 

Like them, I am a mess of different parts put together, but we are all just right. And we are all excited 
for a fresh start. :)

Shayna and Ethan’s wedding at the Rockleigh, NJ 
(detail)

event Painting by katherine
Award-winning live event painter Katherine Gressel travels to events, including weddings, bar/bat 
mitzvahs, birthday parties, family reunions, and corporate events, and captures the action in a live 
painting. She has painted  at such locales as The Plaza Hotel, The Brooklyn Museum, resorts in 
Palm Beach and Puerto Rico, and rustic gardens in the Hudson Valley. Each painting serves as both 
entertainment for guests and a lasting memento of a special event. Katherine also recreates past 
events from one or several photos, in unique compositions. Event Painting by Katherine has been 
featured in the New York Times Style and is a winner in the 2013 Chesapeake Bridal Awards. 
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14K Gold fill wire crochet earings, large round 
golden earrings, green rutilated quartz bead, artizan 
earrings, handmade jewelry

Mother pearl athena necklace, cooper, white pearl  
jewelry, silver chain  necklace, asymmetric necklace; 
blue and gray necklace

Julwelry
I’ve been making jewelry for many years. Love trying new techniques, styles, and materials. My 
lately experiments are wire wrapped semiprecious stones from the “drawings with the wire” series, 
artistically created necklaces that include such stones and matching style beads. I also have wire 
crochet earrings series, and very delicately made thin chains with inserted birthstone, as well as 
abstract style geometric necklaces and much more. All is one of a kind. 

Mr. Fox’s Brilliant New Ideas

The Littlest—set of six blank note cards made of 
100% cotton and recycled envelopes (detail)

kriStiana Parn art and Stationery
Each piece starts with a bare wood panel, complete with random grain patterns and variations. This 
natural surface is then saturated with paint, both accentuating and obscuring these marks, in the 
process creating an atmosphere that is only partly my doing. Within, entire environments are created- 
trees, mountains, earth, light and air, as well as living creatures, both real and imagined. Often taking 
the form of the northern forests of my youth, these scenes are places of great play and whimsy, 
where woodland animals inhabit the waking and dreaming worlds.

Kristiana Pärn is an Estonian born artist living and working in New York City. At the age of seventeen 
she launched her art career, studying with Estonian painter Marje Berlokko. Shortly after graduation, 
Kristiana moved to New York City to study animation at The School of Visual Arts. Since 2005, she 
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has focused exclusively on illustration work, starting out as a textile designer for various Manhattan 
studios. 

In 2006, Kristiana established her own studio in Brooklyn. Her work has been shown throughout the 
United States and abroad.

Queen Bee, 2013, oil on aluminum, 48x24” (detail)

Double Rainbow, 2013, oil on aluminum, 34x46” 
(detail)

artworkS by StePhanie Calvert
Stephanie lives and works in Brooklyn, NY. She received her BA in Studio Art from Wesleyan 
University. As a painter, she works with oil, acrylic, and latex house paint on wood and metal panels. 
Stephanie is inspired by nature, particularly in the extreme conditions that transform one substance 
into another and alter our landscape. She often paints from photos of minerals she has taken, and 
also finds inspiration from volcanic rivers and forces of the atmosphere. Stephanie also creates prints 
from her photos of minerals, altering them to incorporate sacred geometry. 

Detail of two works by Betty T. Kao

betty t. kao’S artiFaCtS & reliquary
Betty T. Kao is an artist and writer integrating both as tools for storytelling. Her influences include 
science, heritage, metaphysics, puppetry, and social change. She is interested in how artists voice 
the collective subconscious, taking back our culture through waves of expression. Her work explores 
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the mythologies and memes we create. She has a BA in visual arts and environmental studies and 
is an alumni of The Hemispheric Institute of Performance and Politics. She has been published in 
The NuyorAsian Anthology:The Asian American Writer’s Workshop, The Alternative Art Economies: 
A Primer, and several magazines including The New York Observer. Kao exhibits annually for The 
World Maker Faire, at the New York Hall of Science. She is a Fractivist, working to prevent the 
contamination of NY’s drinking water. She has taught culture jamming at several institutions including 
The Museum of Art and Design. Her art installations and performances have been featured in several 
prominent and underground art collectives in New York and beyond, such as La Mama, Unicorn Meat, 
Art in Odd Places, Brooklyn Arts Exchange, Puppets & Poets, Bowery Poetry Club, 3rd Ward, The 
Danger, The Bushwick Starr, Alphabet Arts, and Billyburg Short Film Festival.

Pink and Orange PORNJ Party Tiara with Twinkling 
LEDs

Cherry Blossoms Pink Cloche w Swarovski Crystals

PartywearbyPinkitrix & abbySChaPeaux
PartywearbyPinkitrix is a collaboration between Pinky and Abby. Together they create crowns, tiaras 
and other decorative headpieces -- some that light up! If you have an idea for something custom, let 
them whip up a wonderful work of art for you.

AbbysChapeaux is Abby’s bespoke millinery shop, hats made completely by hand. 
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Wheel of Fortune

rota tora
Last year at Figment I made a project called Wheel of Fortune. It was a karmic trading machine. 
People left fortunes for the next person to pick up. There were many components to the project such 
as mini-wheels, and slices of the big wheel that I used to mix and match to build the final one. This 
store is an offering of all those parts to the Figment community. Enjoy!

Gypsy Dancer Wide Leg Pants. Red Crushed Velvet 
Mermaid Shape Legs, Flare Long Ruffles Drawstring 
Belly Dance All Sizes and Colors

Shabby Chic Dress, Tattered Princess. Bright 
Blue Yellow Gothic Lolita babydoll dress, Fairytale 
Collection Crude Things

Crude thingS
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dana divine the goddeSS Maker
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